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Abstract
Recently, large-scale pre-trained Vision-and-Language

(VL) foundation models have demonstrated remarkable
capabilities in many zero-shot downstream tasks, achieving
competitive results for recognizing objects defined by as
little as short text prompts. However, it has also been
shown that VL models are still brittle in Structured VL
Concept (SVLC) reasoning, such as the ability to recognize
object attributes, states, and inter-object relations. This
leads to reasoning mistakes, which need to be corrected
as they occur by teaching VL models the missing SVLC
skills; often this must be done using private data where
the issue was found, which naturally leads to a data-free
continual (no task-id) VL learning setting. In this work,
we introduce the first Continual Data-Free Structured VL
Concepts Learning (ConStruct-VL) benchmark1 and show
it is challenging for many existing data-free CL strategies.
We, therefore, propose a data-free method comprised of a
new approach of Adversarial Pseudo-Replay (APR) which
generates adversarial reminders of past tasks from past task
models. To use this method efficiently, we also propose a
continual parameter-efficient Layered-LoRA (LaLo) neural
architecture allowing no-memory-cost access to all past
models at train time. We show this approach outperforms
all data-free methods by as much as ∼ 7% while even
matching some levels of experience-replay (prohibitive for
applications where data-privacy must be preserved).

1. Introduction
Recently, large Vision-and-Language (VL) models

achieved great advances in zero-shot learning [4, 16, 16, 19,
23, 25, 40, 51, 58]. Pre-trained on hundreds of millions [40]
or billions [45] of image-and-text pairs collected from the
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Figure 1. Illustration for the Continual Data-Free Structured
VL Concepts Learning (ConStruct-VL). Structured VL Concept
(SVLC) understanding skills are added / refined over time, with
Adversarial Pseudo-Replay (APR) effectively countering catas-
trophic forgetting using our Layered-LoRA (LaLo) architecture’s
ability of efficient no-memory-cost access to past task models.

web, these VL models have demonstrated remarkable ca-
pabilities in understanding (recognizing [16, 40], detecting
[63], segmenting [57], etc.) objects appearing in images or
videos [39], thus moving beyond the previous paradigm of
fixed object classes to open-vocabulary models.

Despite these great advances, several recent works [52,
67] have found VL models to be brittle with respect to un-
derstanding Structured VL Concepts (SVLCs) - non-object
textual content such as object attributes, states, inter-object
relations (e.g. spatial, interaction, etc.), and more. Nat-
urally, it is important to alleviate these shortcomings, as
this lack of understanding of SVLCs can lead to embarrass-
ing errors on the VL model’s part for many applications,
such as analysis of multi-modal social networks data, multi-
modal chat, multi-modal document analysis, and more. Im-
portantly, in most of these applications: (i) different errors
made by the model surface sequentially in the course of
time, each time identifying another SVLC ‘skill’ missing
in the model; (ii) typically, to fix the errors, one would at-
tempt additional fine-tuning of the model on a data collected
from the source on which the errors were observed (hoping
to avoid catastrophic forgetting of the previous model im-
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Figure 2. Layered-LoRA (LaLo) architecture and Adversarial Pseudo-Replay (APR), illustrated for a two-task ConStruct-VL sequence
teaching ‘color’→‘spatial relation’ understanding skills. (1) A text+image pair is entering the model M2 currently training to understand
spatial relations; M2 is an extension of the model M1 (previously trained to understand color) via adding a layer of low-rank (LoRA)
adapters to every parametric function of M1 while keeping M1 frozen. (2) M2 produces positive prediction probability PM2 (after
softmax) and applies CE loss. (3) Text+image pair are passed through M1 (done without reloading in LaLo). (4) M1 produces a positive
prediction probability PM1 ; using −PM1 as adversarial loss, we perform a sign-gradient attack on the text input (after tokenizer+first
embedding layer). The produced text is expected to be adversarial in the direction of the SVLC used to train M1, color in this case. We,
therefore, expect some embedded text tokens to become ‘colored’ inconsistently with the image. (5) We use the produced adversarial
sample to distill from M1 into M2 via the proposed pseudo-replay positive prediction probability drop preserving loss.

provement rounds); (iii) data sources where errors are ob-
served are typically private and cannot be passed between
these fine-tuning tasks. We, therefore, ask the question:
Can we sequentially add SVLC skills to multi-modal VL
models, in a privacy-preserving manner? This leads to the
data-free continual learning problem (e.g., [55, 56]) cast in
the multi-modal VL domain.

To this end, we introduce the first Continual Data-
Free Structured VL Concepts Learning (ConStruct-VL)
multi-modal benchmark, built on top of the popular Visual
Genome [21] and Visual Attributes in the Wild [37] datasets
using the protocol proposed in VL-Checklist [67], and show
it is challenging for many existing data-free CL strate-
gies, including recent SOTA prompting-based CL meth-
ods [55, 56]. We then offer a novel data-free CL method,
leveraging the multi-modal nature of the problem, to effec-
tively avoid forgetting.We propose the concept of Adversar-
ial Pseudo-Replay (APR), that (as opposed to the previous
pseudo-replay works [5, 46, 60]) generates negative exam-
ples to past task models conditioned on the current batch
data. For continual VL training we generate negatives in
one of the modalities by making it inconsistent with the
other modality via a series of adversarial attack steps utiliz-
ing past models (see Fig. 2 for an example). Intuitively, gen-
erating (inconsistent) negatives (APR) is easier than gener-
ating (consistent) positives (pseudo-replay). Also, past task
model attacks are likely to generate inconsistencies corre-
sponding to their tasks, thus leading to reduced forgetting
when we use the generated negative samples to distill from
the past task models the drop in prediction probabilities af-
ter adversarial examples are applied (Fig. 1). To use the
proposed APR technique we need the ability to efficiently
invoke past models at training time. We, therefore, pro-

pose a Layered-LoRA (LaLo) continual learning neural ar-
chitecture utilizing layered parameter-efficient (low-rank)
residual adapters, supporting invocation of any of the past
task models on any given training batch at no additional
memory cost (without the need to reload these past mod-
els into memory). Moreover, our proposed architecture can
be collapsed to the original model size by collapsing all the
adapters into their adapted parametric functions, thus sup-
porting inference on the final model at no additional cost.
Contributions: (i) we propose the challenging ConStruct-
VL benchmark, and show that existing data-free CL meth-
ods struggle in this setting; (ii) we propose a new concept
of Adversarial Pseudo-Replay (APR) specifically designed
for multi-modal continual learning, alongside a Layered-
LoRA (LaLo) architecture allowing invoking any of the
past task models efficiently without reloading and having
no additional inference time or parameters cost; and (iii) we
demonstrate significant improvements (over 6.8% increase
in final accuracy and ×5 smaller average forgetting) of the
proposed approach compared to all the popular data-free CL
baselines, as well as some amounts of experience replay.

2. Related Work
Vision-and-Language (VL) Models. VL models pre-
trained on large-scale noisy image-text data with contrastive
loss (e.g., CLIP [40] and ALIGN [16]) show remarkable
performance in many zero-shot downstream tasks. Some of
the methods improve image-text alignment by focusing on
region features from the off-shelf object detectors [4,25,51]
or use end-to-end cross-attention layers with additional ob-
jective functions such as image-text matching and masked
language modeling [19, 23, 24, 58], or filtering noisy cap-
tions (e.g., BLIP [23]). Some VL models [8–10, 28, 59]
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utilize additional properties of language structure. De-
CLIP [28] uses textual nearest-neighbor to find additional
positives. CyClip [10] learns geometrically consistent rep-
resentations in the image and text embedding space. How-
ever, recent studies [52, 67] have demonstrated the limi-
tation of all of these models in learning SVLC reasoning
skills. Even the most recent and sophisticated VL methods
like CyClip [10] still struggles with SVLC understanding
(Tab. 1). In our work, we study ways for continual im-
provement of VL models in SVLC reasoning tasks and pro-
pose the first Continual Data-Free Structured VL Concepts
Learning benchmark to facilitate this study in future works.
Continual Learning. Continual learning aims to contin-
uously adapt a model to non-stationary data distributions.
Prior works can be categorized by their method for avoiding
catastrophic forgetting [33]. Regularization-based methods
(e.g., [17,20,29,64]) introduce extra regularization terms in
the objective functions when learning a new task. LwF [29]
uses soft labels for the previous task to avoid forgetting.
EWC [20] estimates the importance of parameters and uses
this for per-parameter weight decay. Rehearsal-based meth-
ods (e.g., [2, 3, 12, 18, 34, 38, 41, 43, 53]) use a data buffer
to store or generate some samples of the previous tasks.
These samples are replayed with new task data. However,
in many cases storing samples may not be allowed due to
privacy or copyright concerns. Architecture-based meth-
ods (e.g., [1,26,44,55,56,61]) isolate model parameters for
each task. Recently, prompt-based continual learning meth-
ods (e.g., L2P [56], DualPrompt [55], S-Prompt2 [54]) out-
performed rehearsal-based methods without using a replay
buffer. Additional detailed related work can be found in [6].
All of the above methods target uni-modal (e.g. vision only)
CL setting, while we focus on multi-modal VL setting in
this work. REMIND [11] proposed Continual VQA tasks
with latent replay, but unlike ours requires storing com-
pressed training data. CLiMB [48] proposed CL adaptation
to coarsely different VL tasks, such as VQA, NLVR, SNLI-
VE, VCR, and assumed knowledge of the evaluated task-id
at inference time. In contrast, we target continual adapta-
tion to a fine-grained sequence of SVLC reasoning skills,
with no task-id knowledge during inference.
Parameter-Efficient Adaptation. Several approaches [7,
32, 49] have been proposed for efficient model fine-tuning
using fewer parameters. Either fine-tuning a subset of
the model [50, 62], adding adapters [13, 36, 42], low-rank
adapters (LoRA [15]), or learning prompts [22, 27, 68].
UNIPELT [32] proposes a unified framework for NLP that
subsumes the method of adapters, prompt tuning, and LoRA
with gating mechanism. VL-ADAPTER [49] presents a
unified multi-task learning framework for VL tasks eval-
uating the use of adapters, Hyperformer [31], and Com-
pactor [65] for VL tasks. In this work, we propose an ef-

2S-Prompt is designed for a different setting than ours.

ficient CL neural architecture built on the concept of layer-
ing low-rank adapters on a VL model effectively allowing
replaying past task models at no additional memory cost.

3. Method
3.1. Tasks

In this work we target adapting VL models to an arbi-
trary sequence of SVLC reasoning tasks. Recently, sev-
eral datasets (e.g., [52] and [67]) have been proposed for
these tasks, given their importance. Each task T i is de-
fined by a set of image I and text T pairs, and a binary
ground-truth function ψi(T, I) ∈ {0, 1} indicating whether
the text of the pair corresponds to the image content or not
(Fig. 3a). The difference between the tasks is the type of
SVLC that they are ‘teaching’. For example, there could
be tasks teaching the understanding of color, material, size,
state, or other object attributes by explicitly having words
related to these attributes contained inside the task’s texts
T (Fig. 3a). Other tasks could teach skills for understand-
ing positional or transitive action relations between multi-
ple objects being present in the image and interacting with
each other. In practical applications, tasks could teach un-
derstanding the presence of unwanted attributes or relations,
such as nudity, profanity, violence, etc. Alternatively, they
could teach understanding positive, but personal, aspects in-
cluding love, affection, or any type of personal preference
from private captioned photo collections. As their nature,
these types of task data (both images and text) could be very
sensitive and private information, prohibiting maintaining
any of these task’s data between tasks training (e.g. tasks
data could be hosted by different institutions, or privately
belong to different users of a social network). This natu-
rally leads to the continual data-free setting with no task-id,
which is exactly the setting on which we focus. Note that
methods that require detecting to which task a given input
belongs at inference time are not reasonable here, as it is
difficult to estimate what SVLC skill is needed from free-
form text and a mixture of skills may be needed.
3.2. Model

Our model architecture is based on BLIP [23] (an openly
available VLP with strongest support for SVLC understand-
ing as we show in Tab. 1). BLIP is comprised of separate
text and image encoders followed by a cross-attention de-
coder admitting both streams and followed by a classifier
(for SVLC reasoning). Thanks to its modular architecture,
the model supports both zero-shot retrieval and SVLC rea-
soning tasks. Our proposed method of model adaptation
by sequentially improving the model’s SVLC understand-
ing skills maintains this support leaving the zero-shot re-
trieval pipeline intact and unchanged.

3.2.1 Layered-LoRA (LaLo) Architecture
Our model admits a text-and-image pair (T, I) and is com-
prised of four parts: (i) image encoder eI = EI(I); (ii)
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text encoder eT = ET (T ); (iii) cross-attention decoder
dI,T = D(eT , eI); and (iv) binary classification head
C(dI,T ) ∈ {0, 1}. The final model is, therefore:

M(T, I) = C(D(ET (T ), EI(I))) (1)

The decoder D is an extension of the text encoder ET , with
cross-attention blocks inserted between each two consec-
utive self-attention blocks as well as self-attention block
parameters being shared between D and ET . Each of the
cross-attention blocks of D also admits the embedded im-
age tokens eI as additional hidden states and employs them
in the standard cross-attention computation of the prefix-
tuning type (meaning output size is the same as input, and
only hidden states of the text tokens are passed between the
blocks). Each of the ET , EI , and D networks is comprised
of a mix of non-parametric functions (here referring to any
kinds of data norms, e.g. LayerNorm, as non-parametric
since we have them frozen) and two types of parametric
functions: linear (e.g. torch.nn.Linear in PyTorch [35]) and
embedding (e.g. torch.nn.Embedding). Roughly, each of
those functions F∗

k (x) (where ∗ is either lin or emb) is pa-
rameterized by a weight matrixWk so that:

F lin
k (x) =Wk · x (2)

Femb
k (x) = EMB(x;Wk) (3)

where EMB is the embedding operator picking the respec-
tive columns of Wk assuming x is a stream of integers.
Also, we disregard possible bias terms of the linear func-
tions, as if they are present we keep them frozen. Assum-
ing a sequence of n tasks [T i]ni=1, we train a sequence of
models [Mi]ni=1 where the weights Wi

k of the model Mi

employed in the task T i training are parameterized as:

Wi
k =Wi−1

k +Ai
k · Bik (4)

whereW0
k are the weights of the base model before training

any task, and, following the idea proposed in [15] for ef-
ficient LLM fine-tuning using Low-rank Residual Adapters
(LoRA),Ai

k and Bik are (low) rank r matrices of sizesm×r
and r × l respectively (with m× l being the dimensions of
Wi

k). These LoRA adapters can be applied efficiently as:

F i,lin
k (x) = F i−1,lin

k (x) +Ai
k · (Bik · x) (5)

F i,emb
k (x) = F i−1,emb

k (x) +Ai
k · EMB(x;Bik) (6)

During the training of task T i, we freeze all previous tasks’
(and base’s) model parameters: ∀k, {Wj

k}
i−1
j=0, and only

learn current task LoRA adapters: ∀k, {(Ai
k,Bik)}.

There are several interesting things to note about the pro-
posed LaLo architecture: (i) as opposed to [49], who eval-
uated the use of LoRA for (single task) VL models find-
ing it ineffective, we also add our LoRA adapters to all the

layers of the image encoder, and not only to the text en-
coder/decoder as done in [49]; (ii) as opposed to [66] who
attach a small side network only to the output of the adapted
model (also requiring task-id in continual setting), our
LoRA adapters are added to all parametric functions inside
the model and affect all the intermediate computations; (iii)
at the end of training, we expect our last modelMn to have
acquired all the SVLC understanding skills taught by the
task sequence [T i]ni=1 with minimal forgetting (Sec. 3.2.2),
and hence, at inference, all the LoRA adapters can be folded
back into the original weight matrices by simple summation
leading to zero additional inference cost; (iv) with rank r
kept low, the number of extra parameters added by all the
LoRA adapters is very low (e.g. 2.8% in our experiments);
finally, (v) we keep our classifier Ci = C shared across all
task models - in practice, we only train it for the first task
T 1 and keep it frozen for all later tasks - this reduces some
model capacity and could be improved in future work.

3.2.2 Adversarial Pseudo-Replay (APR)
One of the benefits of our proposed LaLo architecture is
the ability to efficiently invoke any past tasks model Mi

by stopping the iterative (on j) computation of F j,∗
k (x) at

j = i. This gives us an effective tool for battling forgetting
by allowing us to revisit any past model as part of a single
training batch computation without the need to reload any
weights (infeasible for modern model sizes). We use this
neat potential for our data-free APR multi-modal continual
learning strategy to make our current model Mi training
on task T i not forget the ‘lessons’ previously ‘taught’ by
tasks {T j}i−1

j=1. In APR, we use task T i positive (T, I) pairs
(ψi(T, I) = 1) for adversarially simulating negatives with
respect to past task models, and enforcing a loss requiring
the current model’s positive prediction probability to drop in
the presence of the simulated negatives by a similar amount
as it would drop for the past task model.

Next, we describe how to simulate a negative sample for
a past task modelMj = (EjT , E

j
I ,Dj , C), with j < i, given

a text and image pair (T, I) ∈ T i, s.t. ψi(T, I) = 1. Let
the adversarial gradient be defined as:

∇j
∗(T, I) = −

∂

∂∗
POS(C(Dj(EjT (T ), E

j
I (I)))) (7)

where POS is the positive prediction probability of the
classifier C following softmax (taking it before softmax
would not regularize the negative prediction probability),
and ∗ can be either image I or text T (since T is a discrete
output of a tokenizer, when computing adversarial samples
using text we freeze the text embedding layer for all models
and compute adversarial gradients with respect to its contin-
uous output). Without loss of generality, we describe how to
obtain an adversarial text T j

adv with respect to a past model
Mj from a text T corresponding image I in task T i. Simi-
larly, we could compute an adversarial image Ijadv . In prac-
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tice, we use adversarial text in all of our experiments, which
leads to less forgetting and better performance (Sec. 4.2).
We initialize T j

adv = T and update T j
adv in each adversarial

step via the sign-gradient adversarial attack:

T j
adv ← T j

adv + λadv · sign(∇j
T (T

j
adv, I)) (8)

where λadv is the step size, and we use nadv update steps.
Note that this process is multi-modal as the adversarial text
T j
adv is computed with respect to the image I , originally a

positive pair of the starting text T . Some qualitative exam-
ples of generated T j

adv are in Fig. 3b. We compute all the
T j
adv for all positive pairs in the training batch simultane-

ously. Having obtained the adversarial texts, we define the
following APR loss Lj

adv w.r.t. any past model j < i as:

δk(T, T j
adv , I) = POS(Mk(T, I))− POS(Mk(T j

adv , I)) (9)

Lj
adv = AV G(T,I)|δj(T, T

j
adv , I)− δi(T, T j

adv , I)| (10)

where POS is the positive prediction probability of the
classifier head C (after softmax), and AV G∗ computes av-
erage over ∗. The intuition behind Lj

adv is that T j
adv will

move the text T to contain words corresponding to SVLC
taught by the past task T j , but not present on the image
I . For example, a text describing a ‘handsome dog on a
couch’ as part of spatial relations training task, might be
modified to include the color ‘pink’ as adversarial modifi-
cation by the past task model that has been taught the color
SVLC (Fig. 2). Maintaining similar response to this modifi-
cation in the text between the normalized prediction proba-
bilities of the current modelMi and the normalized predic-
tion probabilities of the past model Mj will likely reduce
forgetting, which is indeed verified by the strong effects of
this loss in our experiments and ablations. An additional in-
tuition here is that APR is easier to do than positive pseudo-
replay proposed in past works for the uni-modal continual
setting [5, 46, 60]. Indeed, producing adversarial effects,
that is modifying the text to make it reference things not
on the image, is easier than modifying the text to contain
words corresponding to past task, but actually appearing on
the image. This is verified in our ablations (Sec. 4.2).

Finally, combined with the standard cross-entropy loss
for the task T i with respect to its ground truth annotations
ψi(T, I) we arrive at the final loss Li used for trainingMi:

Li = AV G(T,I)(CE(Mi(T, I), ψi(T, I))) + ρ ·
i−1∑
j=0

Lj
adv (11)

where ρ is a parameter. In our experiments we also eval-
uate a simplified variant of this loss where we use only the
adversarial loss w.r.p.t. the previous model Li−1

adv instead of
the last summation term in Eq. (11).
3.3. ConStruct-VL Benchmark

To the best of our knowledge, no prior works have pro-
posed a benchmark to evaluate the continual adaptation of
VL models, teaching them reasoning over SVLCs (such as

Attr. action

POS: plate sitting on a counter
NEG: plate pushing a counter
APR (w.r.t. attr. material model): 
plate wooden on counter

POS: man standing at train station
NEG: man dancing at train station
APR (w.r.t. rel. spatial model): 
man standing above train station

POS: large tarp
NEG: small tarp
APR (w.r.t. rel. spatial model): 
under tarp

Attr. action

Attr. size

State

POS: open toilet seat
NEG: closed toilet seat
APR (w.r.t. attr. color model): 
brown toilet seat

(a)

(a)

(b)

(b)
Figure 3. Some examples of the ConStruct-VL tasks data and neg-
atives generated by our proposed APR technique w.r.t. past task
models. (a) Showing image + POS text + NEG text triplets for (in-
transitive) action, size, and state tasks; (b) Showing the adversarial
text Tadv generated w.r.t. previously trained material, spatial re-
lations, or color models, modifications highlighted

understanding of attributes, relations, and states) in a con-
tinual manner without task-id knowledge at test time (as we
want the final model to understand all the concepts taught
without informing it on which concept it is evaluated).
Therefore, we propose the first such Continual Data-Free
Structured VL Concepts Learning (ConStruct-VL) bench-
mark. We construct ConStruct-VL from the two popular
publicly available VL datasets: Visual Genome (VG) [21]
and Visual Attributes in the Wild (VAW) [37], building on
protocols proposed in the VL-Checklist [67].

Specifically, we use 7 SVLC subsets defined by [67]
for measuring VL models’ performance on understanding
relations (spatial, inter-object transitive actions), attributes
(size, color, material, intransitive single object actions), and
object state. Each subset is constructed from triplets in-
cluding a single image and two texts, one of them corre-
sponding to the image content (positive) and another non-
correspondent (negative) - manipulated by changing the
value of a single SVLC (a specific concept for each sub-
set). Some examples of the triplets for different subsets are
provided in Fig. 3a. The subsets are separately constructed
from each of the VG and VAW datasets image-text pairs,
with all 7 SVLC subsets available for VG and only the 5 at-
tribute and object state subsets defined for VAW. The sizes
of the subsets range between 1K to 31K in VG and 3K to
64K in VAW. In addition to VG and VAW, we also define the
combined VG+VAW dataset uniting the corresponding sub-
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sets of the same nature. The resulting VG+VAW dataset has
the aforementioned 7 subsets with sizes ranging between
5K to 75K. We split each subset to train / val / test according
to the 80 / 10 / 10 percent rule guaranteeing no overlap be-
tween the splits. In ConStruct-VL for each of the 3 datasets
(VG, VAW, VG+VAW) each subset is treated as a separate
continual learning task, thus forming 7 total available tasks
used to construct the task sequences in our experiments.

3.4. Baselines
For a fair comparison, we compare to the state-of-the-art

data-free continual learning baselines which do not rely on
task id. These methods are: Learning-without-Forgetting
(LwF) [29], a method which distills soft model predic-
tions from a prior, frozen model copy to the current model;
Elastic-Weight-Consolidation (EWC) [20], a method which
penalizes changes to model parameters weighted by an
importance matrix3; and L2, which is EWC without the
importance-weighting matrix (which can sometimes outper-
form EWC in the presence of pre-training [47]).

We also compare to state-of-the-art prompting for con-
tinual learning methods L2P [56] and DualPrompt [55].
These approaches continuously learn a set of prompts which
are matched with input data in an instance-wise fashion. To
our surprise, we found that these methods struggled in our
benchmark, despite a heavy search for prompt depth and
length. Our intuition is that these methods rely on encoder
knowledge that is strongly related to the continual learn-
ing task sequence and, unlike image classification, our pro-
posed task sequences requires substantial semantic modifi-
cations to the transformer encoders.

Finally, we also compare to continual fine-tuning of
the full pre-trained model over the task sequence us-
ing a small learning rate (referred to as CFT). CFT was
found to be more effective than the prompting methods
L2P/DualPrompt. We also compare to two variants of CFT:
(i) CFT Frozen Head (CFT-FH), where the classifier head is
frozen after task 1 (as done in our approach); and (ii) CFT
Linear Probing (CFT-LP), where the encoders are frozen
and only the classifier head is learned.

4. Experiments
Implementation Details. Our code is built on top the of-
ficial BLIP [23] repository. We start all compared methods
(including ours) from BLIP pre-trained weights. Our EI im-
age encoder is ViTB/16 and our text encoder ET is BERT
with 12-layer encoder and 768 hidden size. As explained
in Sec. 3.2.1, our decoder D is an extension of the text en-
coder ET , with cross-attention layers added between every
two self-attention layers, each receiving EI -encoded image
tokens as additional input. Our binary classifier C is a 2-

3The importance matrix is of the same dimension of the model pa-
rameter weights and is calculated using the diagonal terms of the Fisher-
Information matrix w.r.t. past task loss functions and data.

Table 1. Results (%) on 7 Task VG+VAW. Fin. Acc. is the no-
task-id performance of the final model on all tasks jointly; AN is
the accuracy averaged over tasks; FN is the average forgetting; and
Nprm is the % of trainable parameters. For L2P [56] and DP [55]
we swept over multiple % of Nprm and report the highest result.
† measured using original publicly available codes + weights

Method (Nprm) Fin. Acc. (↑) AN (↑) FN (↓)

V
L

Ps

BLIP† [23] 77.8 72.33 −
CLIP† [40] 62.99 59.93 −
CyCLIP† [10] 57.76 56.36 −
ALBEF† [24] 71.2 67.9 −
OSCAR† [25] 71.04 67.69 −
ViLT† [19] 70.35 68.41 −
UNITER† [4] 67.23 65.29 −
LXMERT† [51] 68 64.39 −
TCL† [58] 70.29 65.42 −

B
as

el
in

es

CFT (100%) 73.91 80.76 6.94
CFT-FH (99.7%) 77.43 83.73 6.14
CFT-LP (0.3%) 64.85 71.32 12.26
L2 (100%) 76.36 85.59 4.57
LwF (100%) 79.39 86.11 4.28
EWC (100%) 73.29 81.91 6.13
L2P [56] (≤ 5%) 66.96 76.46 6.7
DP [55] (≤ 5%) 58.59 68.65 9.52

O
ur

s Oursrand (2.8%) 78.6 86.19 1.5
Oursi−1 (2.8%) 86.2 90.37 1.4
Ours (2.8%) 85.4 90.88 0.75

layer MLP with 768 hidden size. The entire model is com-
prised of 224M trainable parameters. All baselines includ-
ing our method were tuned once on the VG color→ mate-
rial→ size attributes task sequence (i.e., they were tuned on
a single sequence in this particular order) using validation
data, and afterward the same parameters were used through-
out. We used WD 0.05 and an initial LR of 1e-5 and cosine
scheduler in case of full model FT, and initial LR 1.25e-3 in
all experiments involving the low-rank adapters (so in all in-
stances of our proposed method). For our method, we used
low-rank adapters rank r = 16, nadv = 10, λadv = 0.01,
and ρ = 0.2. Max of 12 epochs were used to train each task,
in practice all compared methods converged earlier. For all
the compared methods, for each task in the sequence, the
val set of the current training task was used to automatically
choose the best epoch.
Metrics. We employ 4 metrics to evaluate all models in
all the experiments. The Final Accuracy is the accuracy of
the final model (after training on all tasks in the sequence)
evaluated on the test data of all the tasks without knowl-
edge of task id. It is arguably the most interesting metric for
practical applications. The AN averages the accuracy also
over models corresponding to intermediate task sequences
arising in the middle of the full sequence (it is commonly
higher than final accuracy as it also averages over shorter
and easier task sequences), FN provides the average forget-
ting [2, 14, 30] (average over performance drops of consec-
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Table 2. Results (%) on 7 Task VG and 4 Task VAW. Fin. Acc. is the no-task-id performance of the final model on all tasks jointly; AN

is the accuracy averaged over tasks; FN is the average forgetting; and Nprm is the % of trainable parameters. For L2P [56] and DP [55]
we swept over multiple % of Nprm and report the highest result.

(a) 7 Task VG

Method (Nprm) Fin. Acc. (↑) AN (↑) FN (↓)

V
L

Ps BLIP [23] 79.58 74.24 −

B
as

el
in

es

CFT (100%) 77.99 83.5 6.94
CFT-FH (99.7%) 81.30 85.51 5.88
CFT-LP (0.3%) 65.13 72.70 11.73
L2 (100%) 77.40 87.12 5.21
LwF (100%) 77.01 85.24 5.80
EWC (100%) 72.78 82.61 7.23
L2P (≤ 5%) 60.88 69.23 17.07
DP (≤ 5%) 65.55 66.94 7.05

O
ur

s Oursrand (2.8%) 77.2 88.62 3.7
Oursi−1 (2.8%) 85.87 92.29 1.83
Ours (2.8%) 86.88 93 1.12

(b) 4 tasks VAW

Method (Nprm) Final Acc. (↑) AN (↑) FN (↓)

V
L

Ps BLIP [23] 74.73 78.3 −

B
as

el
in

es

CFT (100%) 80.15 83.88 7.41
CFT-FH (99.7%) 80.87 84.08 6.60
CFT-LP (0.3%) 65.46 74.98 15.28
L2 (100%) 83.72 86.01 2.95
LwF (100%) 81.20 85.38 6.26
EWC (100%) 86.00 87.26 1.05
L2P (≤ 5%) 62.27 68.68 16.02
DP ((≤ 5%) 60.07 71.98 8.07

O
ur

s Oursrand (2.8%) 85.43 88.78 1.4
Oursi−1 (2.8%) 86.00 89.43 1.9
Ours (2.8%) 87.50 89.77 1.19

utive task models in the sequence), and finally Nprm gives
the % of trainable parameters for each model.

4.1. Comparison to Baselines
For our main evaluations, we use the task sequences

formed from the SVLC subsets defined for the VG, VAW,
and VG+VAW datasets as part of our ConStruct-VL bench-
mark as explained in Sec. 3.3. Specifically, we use the rel.
spatial→ attr. size→ attr. material→ rel. action→ attr.
color→ object state→ attr. action 7-task sequence on VG
and VG+VAW, attr. action→ object state→ attr. color→
attr. size 4-task sequence on VAW, and use attr. color →
attr. material → attr. size → rel. action → object state
→ attr. action for our ablation study. The task order was
set arbitrarily, and we evaluate the effect of tasks order in
Sec. 4.2. As VAW is a ‘clean’ dataset, being comprised of
pairs of explicit object and attribute annotations (as opposed
to VG where annotations were collected in natural language
form as unconstrained sentences), we make our VAW task
sequence harder by excluding the attr. material task, which
has the highest performance in the original pre-trained BLIP
that all compared methods use, as the starting point. The re-
sults of our method and comparisons to baselines for all the
tested datasets and task sequences are provided in Tab. 1
(VG+VAW), Tab. 2a (VG) and Tab. 2b (VAW).
VL Pre-trained (VLP) models. We evaluate multiple
openly available VLPs, including the very popular CLIP
[40] and BLIP [23] on our longest and largest VG+VAW
task sequence in Tab. 1. We use their original implemen-
tations and pre-trained weights. All of these models are
pre-trained on with millions of images, and yet, as noticed
in [52] and [67], without additional training are brittle with
respect to understanding SVLCs which are the focus of our
ConStruct-VL benchmark. From Tab. 1 we clearly see that
BLIP has the highest out-of-the-box performance on our
tasks among all the VLPs (and in general, being a more re-
cent released model), hence we choose it as a starting point
for all our training CL baselines as well as for our method.

For the same reason, we use only BLIP to represent VLPs
in smaller VG only and VAW only evaluations. Interest-
ingly, naively fine-tuning BLIP in a continual setting (CFT
baseline in Tab. 1) reduces its final accuracy below the orig-
inal non-fine-tuned BLIP by 3.88%. Also interestingly, our
proposed approach improves the final accuracy of the CFT
and the original BLIP by 12.28% and by 8.4% respectively.
Similar strong gains in the final accuracy are observed for
our method w.r.t. original BLIP and CFT in VAW and VG
experiments in Tab. 2b and in Tab. 2a respectively.

Our model variants. In all of Tab. 1, Tab. 2a, and Tab. 2b
we compare to 3 variants of our method. Ours refers to our
full approach detailed in Sec. 3. Oursi−1 refers to a sim-
plified version of our approach that performs the APR w.r.t.
only the previous task model, which in turn incorporates
the knowledge of all previous tasks in a good way thanks
to our proposed technique of reducing forgetting (apparent
from the comparable performance of this variant compared
to full approach). Oursrand refers to a variant of our ap-
proach that employs the same LaLo architecture and ad-
versarial loss Lj

adv (defined in Eq. (10)), but generates the
adversarial texts by random sampling of other texts in the
batch. Although this approach obtains lower gains than our
full method or Oursi−1, it still competes strongly with most
of the baselines, highlighting the benefits of our LaLo ar-
chitecture and the proposed adversarial loss Lj

adv .

CL baselines comparison. We compare to a wide variety
of baselines (detailed in Sec. 3.4), also including the very
recent data-free visual CL SOTA prompting-based meth-
ods L2P [56] and DP [55] (using their respective methods
PyTorch adaptation to VL, which, as detailed in our sup-
plementary material, was verified to reproduce their vision-
only results on their respective original papers benchmarks
and was thoroughly tuned on the 3 tasks same as all the
compared methods). As can be seen from Tab. 1, Tab. 2a,
and Tab. 2b, our method has significant advantages over all
of the baselines, especially apparent in ×5 reduction in the
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(a) 7 Task VG+Vaw (b) 7 Task VG (c) 4 Task VAW

Figure 4. Analysis of our approach versus replay of stored training data with AN on the y-axis and data stored per task on the x-axis.

Table 3. Ablations - 6 tasks VG+VAW. Fin. Acc. is the perfor-
mance of the final model on all tasks without task-id knowledge;
AN is the accuracy averaged over tasks; FN is the average forget-
ting; all methods have Nparam = 2.8% trainable parameters.

Method Fin. Acc. (↑) AN (↑) FN (↓)

A
bl

at
io

ns

LaLo 73.68 78.7 6.21
LWF LaLo 70.83 74.86 5.72
Pos. Adv. 76.3 82.15 5.8
Pos. Adv.i−1 80.98 84.84 5.19
Adv. Image 81.2 86.12 4.22

O
ur

s Oursrand 82.71 86.97 2.25
Oursi−1 84.69 87.73 2.29
Ours 87.11 89.69 1.55

Table 4. Task order ablation - mean over all 3-tasks orders with
confidence intervals. Final Accuracy measures the performance
of the final model on all tasks without task-id knowledge; AN is
the accuracy averaged over tasks; FN is the average forgetting.

Method Fin. Acc. (↑) AN (↑) FN (↓)
CFT 84.64± 1.3 88.09± 1.75 6.32± 1.16
Ours 89.6± 0.29 90.56± 1.32 1.23± 0.27

forgetting metric FN and 6.8% to 5.5% gains in final ac-
curacy (VG+VAW and VG) with respect to the strongest
baseline. Smaller 1.5% and 2.5% gains in final accuracy
and AN (w.r.t. strongest baseline) on VAW can likely be
attributed to VAW being very clean data constructed from
combining explicit object + attribute annotations, as op-
posed to VG whose annotations were collected as free-form
natural language texts. Another interesting aspect is that
our model uses significantly less parameters for adapting
the base model, making it parameter efficient, and yet, as
we show in our ablations Sec. 4.2, the reduced number of
trained parameters is clearly not the source of our methods
greatly reduced forgetting. As revealed there, the source of
reduced forgetting is certainly the proposed APR technique
building on our efficient LaLo architecture.
4.2. Ablations

To explore the different aspects of what makes the pro-
posed approach successful, we use a reduced size VG+VAW
sequence of 6 tasks, removing the large rel. spatial task for
quicker experiments. We present the results of the ablation
study in Tab. 3, exploring the following variations of our
method: (i) LaLo - evaluates our proposed Layered-LoRA
architecture on ConStruct-VL without employing the pro-
posed APR, as we can see the reduced number of trained
parameters in LaLo alone is not sufficient to alleviate for-

getting in ConStruct-VL; (ii) LWF LaLo - explores if the
proposed APR technique could be replaced by simple dis-
tillation from past models by applying LWF, as can be seen
distillation does not help and even reduces the result due
to reduced model plasticity; (iii) Pos. Adv. - simulates
positive pseudo-replay by reversing the adversarial gradient
computed for APR in our method and thus trying to gener-
ate samples more positive for past tasks, as we can see this
significantly under-performs our proposed APR, supporting
the intuition that generating negatives for past tasks is much
easier; (iv) Pos. Adv.i−1 - positive pseudo-replay could be
significantly improved if only using single past task model,
still strongly under-performing our APR; Finally, (v) Adv.
Image - verifies that generating adversarial texts in APR is
more beneficial then generating adversarial images, this is
intuitive as an image is a more complex and less structured
signal and hence harder to effectively manipulate.

We examine the effects of tasks order by evaluating our
approach on all possible task orders of color, material, and
size attributes task of VG+VAW, the results are presented in
Tab. 4. Clearly, our method is very robust to task order with
only minimal changes in the performance metrics.

Finally, although our proposed method and the
ConStruct-VL setting are data-free, it is still interesting to
compare our results to increasing amounts of experience re-
play (prohibitive when data privacy and/or copyright need
to be preserved) applied to the same sequences of tasks.
We present this comparison in Fig. 4. We observe that our
method is comparable to the highest amounts of experience
replay, also improving over some replay amounts.

5. Conclusions
We have presented a benchmark and a method for ex-

ploring a very practical and important task of continual im-
provement of VL models in understanding Structured VL
Concept. Our proposed approach builds upon the proposed
efficient LaLo architecture combined with the APR tech-
nique to significantly reduce forgetting especially designed
for LaLo and the challenging multi-modal continual VL set-
ting. We have shown the advantages of the proposed ap-
proach w.r.t. strong CL baselines applied to the same set-
ting demonstrating its effectiveness, as well as exploring
different aspects of its design in our ablation studies and
other experiments. Potential future work includes exploring
applications of the proposed LaLo and APR techniques to
uni-modal settings, as well as exploring potential additional
improvements discussed in the text.
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